Lithium-Ion (LiFePo4) Electric Golf Trolley Batteries
Kinetix latest range of ultra long life, ultra compact & light weight,
Lithium-Ion (LiFePo4) Golf Trolley batteries. Even the smallest model (16AH)
will comfortably exceed 18 Holes on a single charge whilst the larger with
version is capable of 36 holes or more. With a design life equivalent to around
2000 rounds of Golf, they offer more than five times the life span of traditional
Lead Acid AGM batteries yet are only a quarter of the weight!
These batteries are compatible with the vast majority of Golf Trolley’s on the
market today including the big names such as Powakaddy, Motocaddy,
Hill Billy and many more! Comes as kit supplied with neoprene weather
resistant carry case, T-Bar adapter lead and Charger.
Superb performance, durability and longevity, combined with ultra light weight
portability! A must for the serious Golfer!

Outstanding features:
LiFePo4 Lithium Ion batteries: 18 Hole (16AH) or 36 Hole (22AH)
Capable of up to 2000 charging cycles or around 2000 rounds of Golf
Incredibly light weight at only 2.25KG (16AH) or 3.0Kg (22AH)
Comes as a kit with weather resistant, robust neoprene carry case & strap
T-bar adapter lead for battery connection and 12V Charger.
Excellent recovery from deep discharge without damaging battery longevity
Latest proven LifePo4 Lithium technology, not only efficient but green as well!
Compatible with vast majority of electric golf trolley’s on the market today!
Conforms to applicable EU safety standards
Two year warranty
KB1216-LIT 16AH Battery Dimensions
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LiFePo4 Golf Trolley Battery KB1216-LIT

KB1222-LIT

CAPACITY
LIFE (Cycles)
TERMINAL
WEIGHT
DIMENSIONS (mm)
WARRANTY

22ah ( 36 Holes)
c 2000
T-Bar adapter
3.0Kg
170 (L) x 130 (W) x 127 (H)
2 Years

16aH ( (18-27 Holes)
c. 2000
T-Bar adapter
2.25Kg
170 (L) x 130 (W) x 105 (H)
2 Years
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www.kinetixbatteries.co.uk
Kinetic Electronics Ltd. Unit 2A Townley Park, Hanson St. Middleton, Manchester M24 2UF
TEL: 0161 654 9595 FAX: 0161 654 9596 EMAIL: sales@kinetic-security.co.uk
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